FRENCH   POLITICAL  THOUGHT
including Proudhon, and its ultimate justification by Renouvier
was based on the consideration that it formed a valuable
counterweight to the authority of the State and to society's
abuse of its own powers : originally guaranteed by the social
bond, it is in its turn a guarantee and a defence to the individual
against the tyranny of that same bond. This is scarcely an
orthodox justification of property !
Even here, however, Renouvier's suspicion of an impersonal
State follows him, and he puts his chief hope in various forms
of free co-operative groups, encouraged and protected by, but
distinct from, the State. "Purely political authorities, working
according to the law of majority rule, won't go far in social
change." And not for social changes alone did Renouvier put
his faith in freely constituted bodies, each with its own definite
sphere, moral, economic, scientific: he saw'in the free action
and multiplication of such groups the real condition of pro-
gress, the only cure against anarchy of opinion and action:
" the masses lack spontaneity and mobility; individual opinions
are too scattered ; such groups would restore to mankind some-
thing of the spontaneity of the freedom of action of the small
primitive communities who created their manner of life and
did not submit to it." History shows that " real social progress,
which may be defined as victories won over generalized habits,
is due to the initiative of free groups of selected men, forming
with each other new model societies, created by philosophical
passion and powerful thinking within clearly limited spheres."1
Apart from this insistence on the value of autonomous groups2
there is little novel about the outward framework of Renouvier's
State. He accepts as inevitable in the state of war in which
we have to live a number of political makeshifts that do not
belong to the sphere of pure reason. Take majority rule, for
instance; it is obviously illogical, for a majority may well be
wrong, but it has to be accepted as an empirical convention
made inevitable by the impossibility of complete peace. He
was no enthusiast of " democracy," realizing its difficulties
1	Science de la Morale, ii.? pp. 381, 522, 561.
2	Largely borrowed from Fourier, to whom he certainly owed a great deal,
in spite of their ethical divergencies.

